























OF THE FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC TIDES 
FOR THE YEAR 1942.
by
H en ri BENCKER, Commander, French Navy.
The monthly tables, given below, furnishing the times of the potential High Water at 
Greenwich for certain harmonic constituents of the tide, for each day of the year 1942, 
are published as supplements to the various articles which have appeared in the Hydro- 
graphic Review in the following volumes :—
Vol. XIV, N° 2, November 1937, pages 53-59.
Vol. XV I， N° I, May 1939， pages 59-63.
Vol. XVII, N° 1’ May 1940, pages 139-159-
The data is calculated by the method explained in the above-mentioned articles, and in 
particular with the aid of the Permanent Tables published in Vol. XVI, N° 1, pages 60-62.
Vol. X V II， N° 1，contains the calendar of the same Fundamental Harmonic Tides for 
the year 1941, accompanied by the Permanent Tables for the Conversion of the Establish­
ments and for the Phase Lag Correction for Longitude (pages 153 to 159).
The Calendar given below for the year 1942 has been calculated on the assumption 
that the value of the part u of the Equilibrium argument, a value taken for the 2nd July, 
is constant throughout the entire year. However, for the components K2, K i, O i and Qi, 
there is a slight monthly correction to be applied in order to compensate for the slight 
variation in the course of the year of that variable portion of their argument, calculated 
as a function of the longitude of the ascending node of the moon, for which a mean value 
has been taken for each month. These corrections are given in minutes of time in the 
following table :—
du
CORRECTION = —  
n
K2 and K i Tides O i and Qi Tides
+  +  +  +  +  +  
1








i .00 1.04 0.77
h m h m h m
12.00 12.39 11.58
Ki Oi Pi
0.89 0.83 i .00
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